The 21st Occupational Science Seminar
Go back to the origin that links up Occupational Science with clinical practices –questioning “occupational being” again–

Date: December 9 and 10, 2017
Place: OSAKA RIVER-SIDE HOTEL
Osaka, Japan

Great president
Hitomi Sakai

Sponsorship
The Japanese Society for the Study of Occupation
http://www.jsso.jp/

Contact
osseminar21@jsso.jp

Special Lecture
Suimei Morikawa
Do not decide your own things without yourself
-Life style learned from “Open Dialogue”-

Sato Tsuyoshi Memorial Lecture
Peter Bontje
Occupying daily life: Invoking the powers of occupation

Keynote Lecture
Sarah Kantarzis
Perspectives on occupation-based social inclusion

Basic Course
Hiromi Yoshikawa
The basic course of Occupational Science

Workshop
Utilizing the knowledge of “occupational being”

Presentation
Oral and poster

【Presentation submission period】June 19 〜 July 30, 2017
【Advance registration period】June 19 〜 October 31, 2017
※For details, please check the host website

Supported by Osaka Association of Occupational Therapists